INTRODUCTION
There are several methods which are designed to study the gene expression as well as to manipulate the expression of the targeted gene. Among those methods, the manipulation and regulation of target gene by using uniquely designed nucleases are gaining popularity nowadays because of their simple design, easy use and target specific activity.
The alteration of plant genome in a target specific fashion utilizes different approaches such as oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis, gene targeting by homologous recombination, site specific gene integration using recombinase and site specific genome modification using nucleases (Cardi and Stewart 2016) . The alteration in plant genome by mutation leads to several outcomes such as gene up-regulation, down-regulation, and knockout, knockdown and so on or there is no effect on expression of gene per se, if the alteration is in non-functional or noncoding genomic region.
Genome engineering is now focusing on the precise modification of the plant genome by utilizing activity of nucleases which causes double stranded breakage (DSBs) of DNA and stimulate mechanisms which repair the DSBs (Voytas 2013) . Homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) are the primary mechanisms involved in correcting DSBs. The NHEJ causes mutation like random insertion or deletion (InDels) or substitution and if it occurs in the coding region of the gene it can cause frame shift mutation, resulting in a target gene knockout. The other mechanism of DNA DSBs repair is HR which involves integration of donor DNA having homologous overhangs at the target site (Cristea et al. 2013 ). The mechanism of repairing DNA DSBs in plants is well discussed in review papers by Puchta (2005) and Waterworth et al. (2011) . In order to create DSBs on the target site, one has to develop a nuclease which recognizes the target site and cleaves the DNA very specifically. Due to a series of research over a period of time, mostly related to prokaryotes and their infection and defense mechanism, scientists have come across different types of gene targeting mechanism and nucleus involved in it. These key discoveries have helped to develop nucleases consisting of DNA binding domain which are either guided by protein or by RNA to produce a site specific breakage.
The end result is a suite of nucleases which cause DSBs at specific site more efficiently such as ZFNs, TALENs and CRISPR/ Cas (Fig. 1 ).
Plant Genome Modification by Zinc Finger Nucleases (ZFNs)
Zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) are the chimeric protein fusion of DNA cleavage domain of nucleases, with the DNA binding domain of zinc-finger-based DNA recognition modules (Kim et al. 1996) . These ZFNs helps in creating site specific breaks in ds DNA, without pre-engineered target site (Bibikova et al. 2003 and Urnov et al. 2005) . The zinc fingers bind to specific nucleotide triplets. When the target sequence specific array of zinc fingers is fused with endonuclease domain, more commonly a non-specific cleavage domain from Fokl, a type IIS restriction endonuclease, the breakage at a desired site can be created (Fig. 2a) (Kim et al. 1996) . Although it was controversial initially, the zinc finger design proved to be efficient in recognizing specific DNA sequences (Beerli et al. 2000; Barbas 2002 and Gonzalez et al. 2010) . Once the gene targeting mediated by ZFNs was proved to be efficient, it was followed by a series of experiments where ZFNs were used successfully for genome modifications of different plants (Table 1 ). (Fig. 2b) 
Advantages of Designed Nucleases in Genome Manipulation
The development of designed nucleases has made it possible, to manipulate the genome of organisms in a target specific manner. Although the designing of guide protein in ZFNS and TALENs is sophisticated and tedious, the The translation of that particular mRNA leads to production of SSNs which then creates DSBs at targeted site.
This technique will eliminate the problem of random integration of transgene as the mRNA won't be able to integrate itself in the genome. It also reduces the chances of off target mutation due to the continuous expression of SSNs from DNA based constructs. Both DNA and RNA based delivery system of SSNs can be used in variety of crop improvement application from crop bio-fortification to inactivation of an unwanted gene such as the selectable marker genes used in transgenic which is one of the reasons for the unacceptability of transgenic crops. These genes can be inactivated or removed by using designed nucleases by utilizing the guide RNA (gRNA) sequences targeting the selectable marker genes and thereby, producing selectable marker free transgenic crop plants.
Advantages of the CRISPR/Cas9 System Compared to Other Nucleases
The CRISPR/Cas9 system does not require any protein engineering steps. Furthermore, only 20 nucleotides in the gRNA sequence are needed to impart target specificity and this allows assembly of large gRNA libraries for highthroughput functional genomics application. Unlike ZFNs and TALENs, CRISPR/Cas9 system can cleave methylated DNA in human cells (Hsu et al. 2013 ) and in plants like Arabidopsis (Lowder et al. 2015) , allowing genomic modifications that are beyond the reach of other nucleases (Bortesi and Fischer 2015) . The ease of multiplexing with the ability to simultaneously introduce DSBs or point mutations at multiple points to edit several genes at the same time is the main practical advantage of CRISPR/Cas9. This approach of genome editing allows precise and predictable modifications directly in elite cultivars or accessions, saving the time-consuming backcrossing procedure. The CRISPR/Cas9 system should provide a more efficient approach to pyramid different genes as it is possible to modify multiple traits simultaneously (Bortesi and Fischer 2015) . The success of this technology is also reported from complex genomes like maize (Zea mays), tomato (Solanum lycoperscicum) among others (Table 1; for details see Bortesi and Fischer 2015) .
Also the open access to all the tools like plasmids and web resources, for selecting gRNA sequences and predicting sequence specificity in the case of the CRISPER, has led to widespread use of this technology.
CONCLUSIONS
The simplicity, accessibility and affordability of screening of loss-of-function mutants on a genomic scale in any 
